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ABSTRACT
The traditional entity extraction problem lies in the ability of ex-
tracting named entities from plain text using natural language pro-
cessing techniques and intensive training from large document col-
lections. Examples of named entities include organisations, people,
locations, or dates. There are many research activities involving
named entities; we are interested in entity ranking in the field of
information retrieval. In this paper, we describe our approach to
identifying and ranking entities from the INEX Wikipedia docu-
ment collection. Wikipedia offers a number of interesting features
for entity identification and ranking that we first introduce. We then
describe the principles and the architecture of our entity ranking
system, and introduce our methodology for evaluation. Our pre-
liminary results show that the use of categories and the linkstruc-
ture of Wikipedia, together with entity examples, can significantly
improve retrieval effectiveness.

Categories and Subject Descriptors:H.3 [Information Storage and Re-
trieval]: H.3.3 Information Search and Retrieval
Keywords: Entity Ranking, XML Retrieval, Test collection

1. INTRODUCTION
Information systems contain references to many named entities.

In a well-structured database system it is exactly clear what are ref-
erences to named entities, whereas in semi-structured information
sources (such as web pages) it is harder to identify them within a
text. An entity could be, for example, an organisation, a person,
a location, or a date. Because of the importance of named enti-
ties, several very active and related research areas have emerged
in recent years, including: entity extraction/tagging from texts, en-
tity reference solving, entity disambiguation, question-answering,
expert search, and entity ranking (also known as entity retrieval).

The traditional entity extraction problem is to extract named enti-
ties from plain text using natural language processing techniques or
statistical methods and intensive training from large collections [10,
25]. Benchmarks for evaluation of entity extraction have been per-
formed for the Message Understanding Conference (MUC) [26]
and for the Automatic Content Extraction (ACE) program [21].
Training is done on a large number of examples in order to identify
extraction patterns (rules). The goal is to eventually tag those enti-
ties and use the tag names to support future information retrieval.
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In the context of large collections such as the web or Wikipedia,
it is not possible, nor even desirable, to tag in advance all the en-
tities in the collection, although many occurrences of named enti-
ties in the text may be used as anchor text for sources of hyper-
text links. Instead, since we are dealing with semi-structured doc-
uments (HTML or XML), we could exploit the explicit document
structure to infer effective extraction patterns or algorithms.

The goal ofentity rankingis to retrieve entities as answers to
a query. The objective is not to tag the names of the entities in
documents but rather to get back a list of the relevant entitynames
(possibly each entity with an associated description). Forexample,
the query “European countries where I can pay with Euros” [11]
should return a list of entities (or pages) representing relevant coun-
tries, and not a list of entities about the Euro and similar currencies.

The Initiative for the Evaluation of XML retrieval (INEX) has a
new track on entity ranking [12], using Wikipedia as its document
collection. This track proposes two tasks: a task where the cate-
gory of the expected entity answers is provided; and a task where
a few (two or three) examples of the expected entity answers are
provided. The inclusion of target categories (in the first task) and
example entities (in the second task) makes these quite different
tasks from full-text retrieval. The combination of the query and ex-
ample entities (in the second task) makes it quite differentfrom an
application such as Google Sets1 where only entity examples are
provided.

In this paper, we identify some important principles for entity
ranking that we incorporate into an architecture which allows us to
tune, evaluate, and improve our approach as it develops. Ourentity
ranking approach is based on three ideas: (1) using full-text sim-
ilarity with the query, (2) using popular links (from highlyscored
pages), and (3) using category similarity with the entity examples.

2. RELATED WORK
Our entity ranking approach gets its inspiration from wrapping

technology, entity extraction, the use of ontologies for entity ex-
traction or entity disambiguation, and link analysis.

Wrappers
A wrapper is a tool that extracts information (entities or values)
from a document, or a set of documents, with a purpose of reusing
information in another system. A lot of research has been car-
ried out in this field by the database community, mostly in rela-
tion to querying heterogeneous databases [1, 16, 24, 28]. More re-
cently, wrappers have also been built to extract information from
web pages with different applications in mind, such as product
comparison, reuse of information in virtual documents, or build-

1http://labs.google.com/sets
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ing experimental data sets. Most web wrappers are either based
on scripting languages [24, 28] that are very close to current XML
query languages, or use wrapper induction [1, 16] that learnrules
for extracting information.

To prevent wrappers breaking over time without notice when
pages change, Lerman et al. [17] propose using machine learn-
ing for wrapper verification and re-induction. Rather than repair-
ing a wrapper over changes in the web data, Callan and Mita-
mura [6] propose generating the wrapper dynamically — that is
at the time of wrapping, using data previously extracted andstored
in a database. The extraction rules are based on heuristics around
a few pre-defined lexico-syntactic HTML patterns such as lists, ta-
bles, and links. The patterns are weighted according to the number
of examples they recognise; the best patterns are used to dynami-
cally extract new data.

Our system for entity ranking also works dynamically, at query
time instead of at wrapping time. We also use weighting algorithms
based on links that are well represented in web-based collections,
as well as knowledge of categories, a specific Wikipedia feature.

Entity extraction
Recent research in named entity extraction has developed approaches
that are not language dependant and do not require lots of linguistic
knowledge. McNamee and Mayfield [20] developed a system for
entity extraction based on training on a large set of very lowlevel
textual patterns found in tokens. Their main objective was to iden-
tify entities in multilingual texts and classify them into one of four
classes (location, person, organisation, or “others”). Cucerzan and
Yarowsky [9] describe and evaluate a language-independentboot-
strapping algorithm based on iterative learning and re-estimation
of contextual and morphological patterns. It achieves competitive
performance when trained on a very short labelled name list.

Using ontology for entity extraction
Other approaches for entity extraction are based on the use of exter-
nal resources, such as an ontology or a dictionary. Popov et al. [23]
use a populated ontology for entity extraction, while Cohenand
Sarawagi [7] exploit a dictionary for named entity extraction. Te-
nier et al. [27] use an ontology for automatic semantic annotation
of web pages. Their system firstly identifies the syntactic structure
that characterises an entity in a page, and then uses subsumption to
identify the more specific concept to be associated with thisentity.

Using ontology for entity disambiguation
Hassell et al. [14] use a “populated ontology” to assist in disam-
biguation of entities, such as names of authors using their published
papers or domain of interest. They use text proximity between enti-
ties to disambiguate names (e.g. organisation name would beclose
to author’s name). They also use text co-occurrence, for example
for topics relevant to an author. So their algorithm is tunedfor their
actual ontology, while our algorithm is more based on the thecate-
gories and the structural properties of the Wikipedia.

Cucerzan [8] uses Wikipedia data for named entity disambigua-
tion. He first pre-processed a version of the Wikipedia collection
(September 2006), and extracted more than 1.4 millions entities
with an average of 2.4 surface forms by entities. He also extracted
more than one million (entities, category) pairs that were further
filtered down to 540 thousand pairs. Lexico-syntactic patterns,
such as titles, links, paragraphs and lists, are used to build co-
references of entities in limited contexts. The knowledge extracted
from Wikipedia is then used for improving entity disambiguation
in the context of web and news search.

Link Analysis (PageRank and HITS)
Most information retrieval (IR) systems use statistical information
concerning the distribution of the query terms to calculatethe query-
document similarity. However, when dealing with hyperlinked en-
vironments such as the web or Wikipedia, link analysis is also im-
portant. PageRank and HITS are two of the most popular algo-
rithms that use link analysis to improve web search performance.

PageRank, an algorithm proposed by Brin and Page [5], is a link
analysis algorithm that assigns a numerical weighting to each page
of a hyperlinked set of web pages. The idea of PageRank is thata
web page is a good page if it is popular, that is if many other (also
preferably popular) web pages are referring to it.

In HITS (Hyperlink Induced Topic Search),hubs are consid-
ered to be web pages that have links pointing to manyauthority
pages [15]. However, unlike PageRank where the page scores are
calculated independently of the query by using the completeweb
graph, in HITS the calculation of hub and authority scores isquery-
dependent; here, the so-calledneighbourhood graphincludes not
only the set of top-ranked pages for the query, but it also includes
the set of pages that either point to or are pointed to by thesepages.

We use the idea behind PageRank and HITS in our system; how-
ever, instead of counting every possible link referring to an entity
page in the collection (as with PageRank), or building a neigh-
bourhood graph (as with HITS), we only consider pages that are
pointed to by a selected number of top-ranked pages for the query.
This makes our link ranking algorithm query-dependent (just like
HITS), allowing it to be dynamically calculated at query time.

3. INEX ENTITY RANKING TRACK
The INEX Entity ranking track was proposed as a new track in

2006, but will only start in 2007. It will use the Wikipedia XML
document collection (described in the next section) that has been
used by various INEX tracks in 2006 [19]. Two tasks are planned
for the INEX Entity ranking track in 2007 [12]:

task1: entity ranking, where the aim is to retrieve entities of a
given category satisfying a topic described by a few query
terms;

task2: list completion, where given a topic text and a number of
examples, the aim is to complete this partial list of answers.

Figure 1 shows an example INEX entity ranking topic; thetitle
field contains the query terms, thedescription provides a natu-
ral language summary of the information need, and thenarrative
provides an explanation of what makes an entity answer relevant.
In addition, theentities field provides a few of the expected
entity answers for the topic (task 2), while thecategories field
provides the category of the expected entity answers (task 1).

4. THE INEX WIKIPEDIA CORPUS
Wikipedia is a well known web-based, multilingual, free content

encyclopedia written collaboratively by contributors from around
the world. As it is fast growing and evolving it is not possible
to use the actual online Wikipedia for experiments. Denoyerand
Gallinari [13] have developed an XML-based corpus founded on a
snapshot of the Wikipedia, which has been used by various INEX
tracks in 2006. It differs from the real Wikipedia in some respects
(size, document format, category tables), but it is a very realistic
approximation. Specifically, the INEX Wikipedia XML document
corpus retains the main characteristics of the online version, al-
though they have been implemented through XML tags instead of



<inex_topic>
<title>
European countries where I can pay with Euros
</title>
<description>
I want a list of European countries where
I can pay with Euros.
</description>
<narrative>
Each answer should be the article about a specific
European country that uses the Euro as currency.
</narrative>
<entities>

<entity id="10581">France</entity>
<entity id="11867">Germany</entity>
<entity id="26667">Spain</entity>

</entities>
<categories>

<category id="61">countries<category>
</categories>
</inex_topic>

Figure 1: Example INEX 2007 entity ranking topic

the initial HTML tags and the native Wikipedia structure. The cor-
pus is composed of 8 main collections, corresponding to 8 different
languages. The INEX 2007 Entity ranking track will use the 4.6
Gigabyte English sub-collection which contains 659,388 articles.

4.1 Entities in Wikipedia
In Wikipedia, an entity is generally associated with an article

(a Wikipedia page) describing this entity. Nearly everything can
be seen as an entity with an associated page, including countries,
famous people, organisations, places to visit, and so forth.

The entities have a name (the name of the corresponding page)
and a unique ID in the collection. When mentioning such an entity
in a new Wikipedia article, authors are encouraged to link atleast
the first occurrence of the entity name to the page describingthis
entity. This is an important feature as it allows to easily locate
potential entities, which is a major issue in entity extraction from
plain text. Consider the following extract from the Euro page.

“The euro . . . is the official currencyof the Eurozone
(also known as the Euro Area), which consists of the
Europeanstates of Austria, Belgium, Finland, France,
Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands,
Portugal, Sloveniaand Spain, and will extend to in-
clude Cyprusand Maltafrom 1 January 2008.”

All the underlined words (hypertext links that are usually high-
lighted in another colour by the browser) can be seen as occur-
rences of entities that are each linked to their corresponding pages.
In this extract, there are 18 entity references of which 15 are coun-
try names; these countries are all “European Union member states”,
which brings us to the notion of category in Wikipedia.

4.2 Categories in Wikipedia
Wikipedia also offers categories that authors can associate with

Wikipedia pages. New categories can also be created by authors,
although they have to follow Wikipedia recommendations in both
creating new categories and associating them with pages. For ex-
ample, the Spain page is associated with the following categories:
“Spain”, “European Union member states”, “Spanish-speaking coun-
tries”, “Constitutional monarchies” (and some other Wikipedia ad-
ministrative categories). There are 113,483 categories inthe INEX
Wikipedia XML collection, which are organised in a graph of cate-
gories. Each page can be associated with many categories (2.28 as

an average). Some properties of Wikipedia categories (explored in
more detail by Yu et al. [30]) include:

• a category may have many sub-categories and parent cate-
gories;

• some categories have many associated pages (i.e. large ex-
tension), while others have smaller extension;

• a page that belongs to a given category extension generally
does not belong to its ancestors’ extension;

• the sub-category relation is not always a subsumption rela-
tionship; and

• there are cycles in the category graph.

When searching for entities it is natural to take advantage of the
Wikipedia categories since they give hints on whether the retrieved
entities are of the expected type. For example, if looking for ‘au-
thor’ entities, pages associated with the category “novelists” may
be more relevant than pages associated with the category “books”.

5. OUR APPROACH
In this work, we are addressing the task of ranking entities in

answer to a query supplied with a few examples (task 2). Our ap-
proach is based on the following principles for entity answer pages.
A good page:

• answers the query (or a query extended with the examples),
• is associated with a category close to the categories of the

entity examples (we use a similarity function between the
categories of a page and the categories of the examples),

• is pointed to by a page answering the query (this is an adap-
tation of the HITS [15] algorithm to the problem of entity
ranking; we refer to it as a linkrank algorithm), and

• is pointed to by contexts with many occurrences of the entity
examples. We currently use the full page as the context when
calculating the scores in our linkrank algorithm. Smaller
contexts such as paragraphs, lists, or tables have been used
successfully by others [18].

We have built a system based on the above principles, where
candidate pages are ranked by combining three different scores: a
linkrank score, a category score, and the initial search engine sim-
ilarity score. We use Zettair,2 a full-text search engine developed
by RMIT University, which returns pages ranked by their similarity
score to the query. We use the Okapi BM25 similarity measure as
it was effective on the INEX Wikipedia collection [2].

Our system involves several modules for processing a query,sub-
mitting it to the search engine, applying our entity rankingalgo-
rithms, and finally returning a ranked list of entities, including:

the topic module takes an INEX topic as input (as the topic ex-
ample shown in Figure 1) and generates the corresponding
Zettair query and the list of entity examples (as an option,
the example entities may be added to the query);

the search modulesends the query to Zettair and returns a list of
ranked Wikipedia pages (typically 1500); and

the link extraction module extracts the links from a selected num-
ber of highly ranked pages together with the XML paths of
the links (we discard external links and internal collection
links that do not refer to existing pages in the collection).

Using the pages found by these modules, we calculate a global
score for each page (see 5.4) as a linear combination of the nor-
malised scores coming out from the following three functions:
2http://www.seg.rmit.edu.au/zettair/



Figure 2: Process for Entity ranking

• the linkrank function , which calculates a weight for a page
based (among other things) on the number of links to this
page (see 5.1);

• the category similarity function, which calculates a weight
for a page based on the similarity of the page categories with
those of the entity examples (see 5.2); and

• the full-text IR function , which calculates a weight for a
page based on its initial Zettair score (see 5.3).

The overall process for entity ranking is shown in Figure 2. The
architecture provides a general framework for evaluating entity rank-
ing which allows for replacing some modules by more advanced
modules, or by providing a more efficient implementation of amod-
ule. It also uses an evaluation module (not shown in the figure) to
assist in tuning the system by varying the parameters and to glob-
ally evaluate the entity ranking approach.

5.1 LinkRank score
The linkrank function calculates a score for a page, based on

the number of links to this page, from the first N pages returned
by the search engine in response to the query. We carried out
some experiments with different values of N and found that N=20
was an acceptable compromise between performance and discov-
ering more potentially good entities. The linkrank function can be
implemented in a variety of ways: by weighting pages that have
more links referring to them from higher ranked pages (the initial
N pages), or from pages containing larger number of entity exam-
ples, or a combination of the two. We have implemented a very
basic linkrank function that, for a target entity paget, takes into
account the Zettair score of the referring pagez(pr), the number
of distinct entity examples in the referring page#ent(pr), and the
number of reference links to the target page#links(pr, t):

SL(t) =

N
X

r=1

z(pr) · g(#ent(pr)) · f(#links(pr, t)) (1)

whereg(x) = x + 0.5 (we use 0.5 to allow for cases where there
are no entity examples in the referring page) andf(x) = x (as
there is at least one reference link to the target page).

5.2 Category similarity score
There has been a lot of research on similarity between concepts

of two ontologies, especially for addressing the problem ofmap-
ping or updating ontologies [3]. Similarity measures between con-

cepts of the same ontology cannot be applied directly to Wikipedia
categories, mostly because the notion of sub-categories inWikipedia
is not a subsumption relationship. Another reason is that categories
in Wikipedia do not form a hierarchy (or a set of hierarchies)but
a graph with potential cycles. Therefore tree-based similarities [4]
either cannot be used or their applicability is limited.

However, the notions of ancestors, common ancestors, and shorter
paths between categories can still be used, which may allow us to
define a distance between the set of categories associated with a
given page, and the set of categories associated with the entity ex-
amples. We use a very basic similarity function that is the ratio of
common categories between the set of categories associatedwith
the target pagecat(t) and the union of the categories associated
with the entity examplescat(E):

SC(t) =
|cat(t) ∩ cat(E)|

|cat(E)|
(2)

5.3 Z score
The Z score assigns the initial Zettair score to a target page. If

the target page does not appear in the list of 1500 ranked pages
returned by Zettair, then its Z score is zero:

SZ(t) =

8

>

<

>

:

z(t) if paget was returned by Zettair

0 otherwise

(3)

5.4 Global score
The global scoreS(t) for a target entity page is calculated as a

linear combination of three normalised scores, the linkrank score
SL(t), the category similarity scoreSC(t), and the Z scoreSZ(t):

S(t) = αSL(t) + βSC(t) + (1 − α − β)SZ(t) (4)

whereα and β are parameters that can be tuned. Some special
cases let us evaluate the effectiveness of each module in oursystem:
where only the linkrank score is used (α = 1, β = 0); where only
the category score is used (α = 0, β = 1); and where only the
Z score is used3 (α = 0, β = 0). More combinations of the two
parameters are explored in the training phase of our system.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

6.1 Evaluation Methodology
There is no existing set of topics with assessments for entity

ranking, although such a set will be developed for the INEX en-
tity ranking track in 2007. So we developed our own test collec-
tion based on a selection of topics from the INEX 2006 ad hoc
track. We chose 27 topics from the INEX 2006 ad hoc track that
we considered were of an “entity ranking” nature. For each page
that had been assessed as containing relevant information,we re-
assessed whether or not it was an entity answer, that is whether it
looselybelonged to a category of entity we hadlooselyidentified
as being the target of the topic. We did not require that the answers
should strictly belong to a particular category in the Wikipedia. If
there were example entities mentioned in the original topic, then
these were usually used as entity examples in the entity topic. Oth-
erwise, a selected number (typically 2 or 3) of entity examples were
chosen somewhat arbitrarily from the relevance assessments.

3This is not the same as the plain Zettair score, as apart from the
highest N pages returned by Zettair, the remaining N1 entityan-
swers are all generated by extracting links from these pages.



Table 1: Mean average precision scores for runs using 66 possible α–β combinations, obtained on the 11 INEX 2006 training topics.
Queries sent to Zettair include only terms from the topic title (Q). The MAP score of the plain Zettair run is 0.1091. The numbers in
italics show the scores obtained for each of the three individual modules. The best performing MAP score is shown in bold.

Beta (β)
Alpha (α) 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

0.0 0.1189 0.1374 0.1688 0.1891 0.2190 0.2158 0.2241 0.2295 0.2424 0.2505 0.2382
0.1 0.1316 0.1479 0.1917 0.2041 0.2299 0.2377 0.2562 0.26690.2707 0.2544
0.2 0.1428 0.1644 0.1897 0.2279 0.2606 0.2655 0.2795 0.28270.2602
0.3 0.1625 0.1893 0.2058 0.2383 0.2703 0.27660.2911 0.2631
0.4 0.1774 0.1993 0.2220 0.2530 0.2724 0.2822 0.2638
0.5 0.1878 0.2075 0.2279 0.2517 0.2762 0.2623
0.6 0.1979 0.2153 0.2441 0.2460 0.2497
0.7 0.2011 0.2187 0.2342 0.2235
0.8 0.2016 0.2073 0.2006
0.9 0.1939 0.1843
1.0 0.1684

We used the first 9 of the 27 topics in our training set, to which
we added two more topics created by hand from the original track
description (one of these extra topics is the Euro example inFig-
ure 1). The remaining 18 topics were our test set.

We use MAP (mean average precision) as our primary method of
evaluation, but also report some results with other measures which
are typically used to evaluate the retrieval performance ofIR sys-
tems [29]. We first remove the the entity examples both from the
list of answers returned by each system and from the relevance as-
sessments (as the task is to find entities other than the examples
provided). We calculate precision at rankr as follows:

P [r] =

P

r

i=1
rel(i)

r
(5)

whererel(i) = 1 if the ith article in the ranked list was judged
as a relevant entity,0 otherwise. Average precision is calculated
as the average ofP [r] for each relevant entity retrieved (that is
at natural recall levels); if a system does not retrieve a particular
relevant entity, then the precision for that entity is assumed to be
zero. MAP is the mean value of the average precisions over allthe
topics in the training (or test) data set.

We also report on several alternative measures: mean ofP [1],
P [5], P [10] (mean precision at top 1, 5 or 10 entities returned),
mean R-precision (R-precision for a topic is theP [R], whereR is
the number of entities that have been judged relevant for thetopic).

6.2 Training data set (11 topics)
We used the training data set to determine suitable values for the

parametersα andβ. We variedα from 0 to 1 in steps of 0.1, and
for each value ofα, we variedβ from 0 to (1 − α) in steps of
0.1. We observe in Table 1 that the highest MAP (0.2911) on the
11 topics is achieved forα = 0.3 andβ = 0.6. We also tried
training using mean R-precision instead of MAP as our evaluation
measure where we observed somewhat different optimal values for
the two parameters:α = 0.1 andβ = 0.8. A reason for this is the
relatively small number of topics used in the training data set. We
would expect the optimal parameter values obtained by MAP and
R-precision to converge if many more training topics are used.

On the training data, we also experimented with adding the names
of the example entities to the query sent to Zettair. Howeverthis
generally performed worse, both for the plain Zettair run and the
runs using various score combinations, and so it would require a
more detailed per-topic analysis in order to investigate why this oc-

Table 2: Performance scores for runs obtained with differ-
ent evaluation measures, using the 18 INEX 2006 test topics.
Queries sent to Zettair include only terms from the topic title
(Q). The best performing scores are shown in bold.

P[r]
Run 1 5 10 R-prec MAP

Zettair 0.2778 0.3000 0.2722 0.2258 0.2023
α0.0–β0.0 0.2778 0.3000 0.2722 0.2363 0.2042
α0.0–β1.0 0.5556 0.4111 0.3444 0.3496 0.3349
α1.0–β0.0 0.0556 0.1556 0.1278 0.1152 0.1015
α0.3–β0.6 0.5000 0.4444 0.3667 0.3815 0.3274
α0.1–β0.8 0.5556 0.5333 0.4222 0.4337 0.3899

curs. Accordingly, for the test collection we use queries that only
include terms from the topic title, and consider the plain Zettair run
as a baseline while comparing our entity ranking approaches.

6.3 Test data set (18 topics)
In these experiments, we designed runs to compare six entity

ranking approaches using the 18 topics in the test data set:

• full-text retrieval using Zettair (as a baseline)
• link extraction and re-ranking using the Z score (SZ)
• link extraction and re-ranking using the category score (SC )
• link extraction and re-ranking using the linkrank score (SL)
• link extraction and re-ranking using two global scores:

– (0.3 ∗ SL + 0.6 ∗ SC + 0.1 ∗ SZ)
– (0.1 ∗ SL + 0.8 ∗ SC + 0.1 ∗ SZ)

The results for these six runs are shown in Table 2. We observethat
the best entity ranking approach is the one that places most of the
weight on the category scoreSC (runα0.1–β0.8). With both MAP
and R-precision, this run performs significantly better (p < 0.05)
than the plain Zettair full-text retrieval run and the otherfour runs
that use various score combinations in the re-ranking. The run that
uses the category score in the re-ranking performs the best among
the three runs that represent the three individual modules;how-
ever, statistically significant performance difference (p < 0.05) is
only observed when comparing this run to the worst performing run
(α1.0–β0.0) which uses only the linkrank score in the re-ranking.



These results show that the global score (the combination ofthe
three individual scores), optimised in a way to give more weight on
the category score, brings the best value in retrieving the relevant
entities for the INEX Wikipedia document collection.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented our entity ranking approach for the INEX

Wikipedia XML document collection which is based on exploiting
the interesting structural and semantic properties of the collection.
We have shown in our preliminary evaluations that simple useof
the categories and the link structure of Wikipedia, together with the
entity examples from the topic, can significantly improve the entity
ranking performance compared to a full-text retrieval engine.

Our current implementation uses very simple linkrank and cate-
gory similarity functions and offers room for improvement.

To improve the linkrank function, we plan to narrow the con-
text around the entity examples. We expect relevant entities to fre-
quently co-occur with the example entities in lists. The narrower
context could be defined either by fixed XML elements (such as
paragraphs, lists, or tables) or it could be determined dynamically.
To determine it dynamically, we plan to identifycoherent retrieval
elementsadapting earlier work by Pehcevski et al. [22] to identify
the element contexts that are most likely to contain lists.

To improve the category similarity function, we plan to takeinto
account the notion of existing sub-categories and parent categories
found in Wikipedia.

We will also be participating in the INEX 2007 entity ranking
track, which we expect would enable us to test our approach using
a larger set of topics and compare it against alternative approaches.
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